What should be the optimal levels of blood pressure: Does the J-curve phenomenon really exist?
The blood pressure (BP) J-curve debate has lasted for over 30 years and we still cannot definitively answer all the questions. However, recent studies suggest that BP should be reduced carefully in patients with hypertension and coronary artery disease. BP should not fall below 110 - 115/70 - 75 mmHg, because this may be associated with more cardiovascular events. A retrospective analysis of the INVEST Trial and the results of the BP arm of the ACCORD Trial shows that care is needed in patients with hypertension and diabetes. Although the ACCORD BP Trial suggests important benefits connected with the significant reduction of stroke in patients being treated intensively, it also shows the lack of advantage of such therapy on each main and other additional endpoints. The ACCORD Trial also confirmed the increased risk of adverse events that might appear when intensive treatment was used in this group of patients. Most available studies were observational and randomized trials (BBB, HOT, ACCORD BP), do not have or have lost their statistical power and were inconclusive. Further studies are therefore needed to provide definitive conclusions on the subject. In the meantime, it seems that in high-risk patients with hypertension, it is necessary to carefully select those who might suffer adverse events and those who may benefit from intensive BP lowering.